Multiscale strain analysis of tendon subjected to shear and compression demonstrates strain attenuation, fiber sliding, and reorganization.
The manner in which strains are passed down the hierarchical length scales of tendons dictates how cells within the collagen network regulate the tissue response to loading. How tendons deform in different hierarchical levels under shear and compression is unknown. The aims of this study were: (i) to evaluate whether specific regions of bovine deep digital flexor tendons exhibited different strain attenuation from macro to micro length scales, and (ii) to elucidate mechanisms responsible for tendon deformation under shear and compression. Samples from distal and proximal regions of flexor tendons were subjected to three-step incremental stress-relaxation tests. Images of tissue markers, photobleached lines on collagen fibers, and nuclei locations were collected before and after loading. Results showed that strain transfer was attenuated from tissue to local matrix under both shear and compression. Nuclear aspect ratios exhibited smaller changes for distal samples, suggesting that cells are more shielded from deformation in the distal region. Collagen fiber sliding was observed to contribute significantly in response to shear, while uncrimping and fiber reorganization were the predominant mechanisms under compression. This study provides insight into microscale mechanisms responsible for multiscale strain attenuation of tendons under non-tensile macroscale loading.